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DISCLAIMER 

This report was prepared as an account of work sponsored by an agency of the United States Government. Neither the 
United States Government nor any agency thereof, nor any of their employees, nor any of their contractors, subcontractors 
or their employees, make any warranty, express or implied, or assumes any legal liability or responsibility for the accuracy, 
completeness, or any third party's use or the results of such use of any information, apparatus, product or process disclosed, 
or represents that its use would not infringe privately owned rights. 

The U.S. Government is licensed to use, reproduce, and distribute this software. Permission is granted to the public to 
copy and use this software without charge, provided that this Notice and any statement of authorship are reproduced on all 
copies. Neither the Government nor the University makes any warranty, express or implied, or assumes any liability or 
responsibility for the use of this software. 

Reference herein to any specific commercial product, process, or service by trade name, trademark, manufacturer, or 
otherwise, does not necessarily constitute or imply its endorsement, recommendation, or favoring by the United States 
Government or any agency thereof or its contractors or subcontractors. 

The view and opinions of authors expressed herein do not necessarily state or reflect those of the United States 
Government or any agency thereof. 

GMFIX is the geophysical version of MFIX codes developed by NETL and ORNL. MFIX comes after 30 years of 
continuous developments and improvements from K-FIX codes from LANL. At the time this manuscript was ready for 
publication (March 2005), some differences exist between the current versions of GMFIX (v. 1.61) and MFIX (v: 1.60) 
regarding the exact formulation of the energy and momentum equations, the interfacial closures, and the turbulence 
formulation. Yet both GMFIX and MFIX are being improved, and developed tightly sides by sides. 

MFIX and GMFIX codes are provided without any user support for applications in the user's immediate 
organization. It cannot be redistributed in whole or in part. GMFIX team does not provide any support for any 
compiling issues. 

The use of MFIX is to be acknowledged in any published paper based on computations using this software by 
citing the "MFIX Documentation. Theory" manual [Syamlal et al., 19941 and "UFIX Documentation. Numerical 
technique" manual [Syamlal, 19981 and by acknowledging the appropriate MFIX developer team. 

The use of GMFIX is to be acknowledged in any published paper based on computations using this software by 
citing this current document, "GMFIX Hydrodynamic and thermodynamic models and numerical techniques" 
[Dartevelle, 2005b1, the "GMFIX. Manual" [Dartevelle, 2005~1, the theoretical manuscript upon which GMFIX is 
based, "Comprehensive Approaches to Multiphase Flows in Geophysics. Part I." [Dartevelle, 2005~1, and, the 
"MFIX Documentation. Numerical technique" [Syamlal, 19981 and by acknowledging the appropriate GMFIX 
developer team from Los Alamos National Laboratory (LANL). 

The authors would appreciate receiving any reports of bugs or other difficulties with the software, enhancements to 
the software, and accounts of practical applications of this software. For GMFIX, please, contact, SCbastien 
Dartevelle, sdart@lanl.aov; for MFIX, contact admin@lists.mfix.org. 
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11. Hydrodynamic model 

11.1. Introduction 

Since the multiphase system is made up of a large number of particles, it is impractical to solve the 
motion of each individual particle; hence GMFIX v1.61 is based upon the Implicit Multi-Field 
formalism (IMF) which treats all phases in the system as interpenetrating continua. Each instantaneous 
local point variable (mass, velocity, temperature, pressure, so forth) must be treated to acknowledge the 
fact that any given arbitrary volume can be shared by different phases at the same time. This treatment 
may involve, for instance, an averaging or a smoothing process [Kashiwa and Vanderheyden, 2000; 
Dartevelle, 2004; Dartevelle 2005~1. 

The process of deriving a single-phase Navier-Stokes system of equations into a multiphase 
system is a critical task, particularly when multiphase turbulence must be accounted for. The process 
upon which GMFIX is built upon is entirely described in Dartevelle [2005a]. In a nutshell, Dartevelle 
[2005a] shows that the most self-consistent, efficient, and practical method to derive a multiphase set 
of Navier-Stokes Partial Differential Equations (PDEs) which would be fully compatible with different 
approach of multiphase turbulence is the single-step technique. 

The single-step technique relies on the phasic ''function of presence" which formally describes the 
space occupation within any CV by a given phase [Drew, 1983; Lhuillier, 1996; Enwald et al., 1996; 
Lakehal et al., 20021. The use of the function ofpresence allows the direct derivation of a set of Navier- 
Stokes PDEs either by ensemble averaging (RANS framework') or by filtering (LES framework). Let 
the ith phasefirnction ofpresence, Xi(x,t), at location x and at time t be [Drew, 19831: 

1 if location x is inside phase i at time t, xi (x, t )  = 
otherwise 

Hence, in a two-phase gas-solid flow, we must have: X,=l-X,. In addition to being a unique 
material identifier, Xi has some important properties which are systematically reviewed in Dartevelle 
[2005a]. For instance, 

where ni is a unit normal vector pointing outward from the ith phase at the location x and time t. The 
gradient of the phase function must be zero everywhere except exactly at the interface between phases. 
This gradient vector points towards the direction of maximum increase, that is towards phase i itself in 
a direction opposite to ni. Obviously, at location x and time t, in a two-phase flow, we have 

n 

VX, = -VX,, or more generally, VXi = 0 .  tiInt is Dirac delta function at the interface location as it 
i=l 

directly results from the step-like behavior of the interface due to the definition of Xi. Hence, tiInt acts 
as a function of presence of the interface itself. 

' Note: all acronyms and symbols are defined in Appendix 5. 
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Also, 

ax, + u,,, . VXi = 0 
a t  

ax, 
a- 

at  
= U ~ n t  ' ni b n t  

where ulnt is the velocity of the interface between phases. This equation indicates that the material 
dXi 

(Lagrangian) derivative of Xi is always nil (- = 0 )  no matter where. Indeed, being exactly at the 
dt 

interface and moving with its local velocity (u~,~), Xi represents a constant jump and it must equal zero. 
Being at any a location other than the interface, then either X,=l (inside the material) or Xi=O (outside 
the material), and therefore all the partial derivatives (time and space) must vanished. This, of course, 

ax, 
justifies'the second line of this equation since the transient term of Xi (-) must vanish at any 

a t  
location except when an interface crosses that specific location. 

We must also define a mathematical operator, named herewith, the "angular operator", (), which 
has three essential properties: conservation of constant, linearity, and commutativitv w.r.t. space and 
time derivatives [Dartevelle, 2005~1. Within LES, () is a filter kernel operator, while within RANS, () 
is an ensemble-averaged operator. We note that, unlike the LES operator, the RANS operator is a full 
Reynolds operator (this difference is critical). For more properties and discussion on (), see Dartevelle 
[2005a]. 

With the material identifier, the angular operator, and the methodologies of Dartevelle [2005a], we 
may set in GMFIX the set of multiphase equation reviewed in the next sections. 
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11.2. Phasic Continuity 

Let 'i' be the ith dispersed material phase (e.g., solid particles, liquid drops or aerosols) in a 
multiphase system of n dispersed phases, let 'g' be the carrier phase (e.g., liquid, gas, mixture of gas, so 
forth), and let 6 be the macroscopic bulk density: 

where ii is the mean or filtered velocity; and R is the bulk mass exchange flux between phases at their 
interfaces. Of course, we must have for all phases in the system: 

where pi and pg are respectively the averaged or filtered microscopic density of the ith material and of 

the carrier phase; and ~i and E, are respectively the volumetric concentration of the ith material and of 
the carrier phase. 

For the initial and boundary conditions, p and E must be specified in the input dat file. The 
hnction R can be either specified in the input dat file or developed in the code in rratefFortran file. If 
R is not specified, it is automatically assumed no mass exchange occurred between phases (i.e., 
Ri=R,=O). Unless specified in the input dat file, 'g' is automatically assumed to be a gas phase. 

The phasic continuity equations in GMFIX and MFIX are solved by solve-continuity. f Fortran file. 
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11.3. Species continuity 

Let 'j' be the jth species out of m species of the i' dispersed phase, let 'w' and 'a' be the water 
vapor and dry air species of the carrier gas phase, and finally, let 7 be the ~ a v r e  mass-weighted 
averaged (RANS) or filtered (LES) mass fraction of a givsn species [Favre, 1965; Dartevelle, 2005a1, 
then: 

A , . . . . .  

* ( 
tur / SG 

+ V e ~ g y a u g  = -V.pg Ya + ~ a ) + E g r a  +cg,a 

A -  - tur 1 SG 
+V.P,YW~, Y w  ) + sgrw + c g , w  

api Y j  tur / SG 

where r is the mass source or sink rate because chemical or physical processes between species; y is a 
species mass flux; C is the mean interfacial species mass transfer rate. C should have clearly two 
contributions: one from the mass transfer between phases and one describing the "diffision" of the 
interface belonging to a given species within its own phase. The latter contribution is very often 
disregarded and, hence, in most circumstances, Cij can be written as a simple finction of mass transfer 
between phases. At the interfaces: 

In Eq.(3), there are clearly two species mass fraction flux contributions: one from the averaged 
molecular mean flux (i.e., yj) and one from turbulence (RANS, '"'Y~) or from the subgrid (LES, SGyj): 

y = mvy 
- 

tur y = ywuw 

a. 

b. RANS framework ( 5 )  

c. LES framework 

where o is the diffusion coefficient of species j in the whole mixture. Within the LES framework, we 
may recognize the Leonard-terms, the Cross-terms and the so-called "Reynolds-terms". Strictly 
speaking, only the Cross- and Reynolds-terms are from the subgrid. 
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The function r and C must be specified in rratefFortran file, if not, it is assumed to be zero. The 
species continuity equations in GMFIX and MFIX are solved by solve-species-eqfFortran file. 

11.4. Momentum 

Let ii be the Favre mass-weighted averaged (RANS) or filtered (LES) velocity of a given phase, 
then: 

- .  tur / SG T , ) + M ? ~  ++,,R, + i , g  +V-i,i i , i i ,  =-egVPg - V . E ,  

where Fg is the averaged or filtered thermodynamic pressure of the gas phase; Md" is the interfacial 

momentum transfer rate between phases; g represents the body force (e.g., gravity); % is a 
f - "molecular" viscous shear stress tensor; T, is a frictional stress tensor defined from the visco-plastic 

theory [~artevelle, 2004; Dartevelle et al., 20041; m " S G ~  is the turbulence (RANS) or subgrid (LES) 
stress tensors, ii, is an averaged or filtered velocity which specifically depends on the value of R (it 
takes the value of the phase that gains mass). For instance, in the gas momentum equation, if R, 2 0 
(gain of mass for the gas phase), then ii,, = ii, and if R, < 0 (loss of mass for the gas phase), then ii,, 
will be equal to the velocity of the phase which gains mass. Of course, at the interfaces: 

The turbulent (RANS) or subgrid (LES) stress tensors are defined as: 

- tur T = j5unun a. RANS framework 

b. LES framework 
(8) 

- 
Cross ~e ynolds] 

The momentum equations in GMFIX and MFIX are solved by solve-vel-starfFortran file. Each 
velocity component is solved on staggered grid half way from the "scalar grid" as shown by Symalal 
[1998]. Hence the x-momentum (horizontal in Cartesian or radial in Cylindrical) control volume is 
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shifted "eastward" by half a cell, the y-momentum (vertical in Cartesian and Cylindrical, which is by 
default the axes of symmetry) control volume is shifted "northward" by half a cell, and the z- 
momentum control volume is shifted "top" by half a cell. 

11.5. Energy 

Let i be the Favre mass-weighted averaged (RANS) or filtered (LES) temperature of a given 
phase, then: 

tur 1 SG +v-bgtrg]=-sicg - E ~ F ~  v i g  -vat,  jB + q ; ) + b a ~ g  + 

where Cv is the specific heat at constant volume; q is the heat flux; Kg is a mean or filtered viscous 

dissipation of the gas phase; S is a supplementary heat source (e.g., radiation); and T~ is the mean rate 
of interfacial heat transfer between phases. Of course, at the interfaces: 

The heat fluxes are defined as: 

a. 

b. RANS framework (1 1) 

c. LES framework 

where k is the thermal conduction coefficient. 

The energy equations in GMFIX and MFIX are solved by solve-energy_eq.fFortran file. 
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111. Macroscopic Closures 

111.1. Species mass flux 

In Eq.(3), the species mass flux term, -V - 6  ( y  + tur 1 SG , is modeled in GMFIX as 

where effw is an effective diffusion coefficient of this species in the whole mixture which is the sum of 
tudSG the "molecular" ("'o) and turbulent or subgrid ( o )  contributions: 

eff mol tur ISG = m +  m (13) 

For the gas phase (see calc-dif_g.fFortran file): 

1 tur / SG 
tur I SG mg = Pg 

t 
s c  P g  

where Cp is the specific heat at constant pressure; 'SC is the so-called turbulent Schmidt number (which 
tur/SG is a constant); and p is the turbulent (RANS) or subgrid (LES) viscosity. For the solid phase (see 

calc-dif_s.fFortran file): 

tur / SG 
tur 1 SG mi = Pi 

s c  pi 

The "molecular" species diffusion coefficient must be specified in calc-dif-sf Fortran file, 
otherwise it is assumed to be equal to zero. 

111.2. Phasic heat flux 

In Eq.(9), the heat flux term, -V . E 
tur I SG , is modeled in GMFIX: 
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where effk is an effective heat conductibility coeficient which is the sum of the "molecular" ("'k) and 
turbulent or subgrid (t"r/SGk) contributions: 

effk = m o l k +  tur /SG k 

In a gas and solid system, GMFIX models [Dartevelle, 20041: 

~ O I  kg = 1-,/l-eg 
kg,, 

E, 

where kg,0 and ki,o are the "undisturbed" thermal conductibility coefficient of the gas phase alone and 
the solid phase alone (i.e., undisturbed by the other phase). And [Dartevelle, 2003; Dartevelle, 20041, 

Also, 

And, finally, the turbulent (RANS) or subgrid (LES) contribution of the conductibility coefficient 
('"ISGk) is modeled in GMFIX as: 

tur I SG Cp,g kg = 
' ~ r  

tur / SG 
tur /SGk,  = pi Cp,i 

I t Pr 
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where ' ~ r  is the so-called turbulent Prandtl number assume in GMFIX to be a constant [Dartevelle, 
20041. 

eff For the carrier (gas) phase, kg, is modeled in calc-k3.f Fortran file, while for the dispersed 
(solid) phase, ""k,, is modeled in calc-k-sfFortran file. 

111.3. Interfacial momentum exchange and heat exchange functions 

In Eq.(6), Mdmg is modeled in GMFIX as 

where Kig and Kij are respectively the drag function between the carrier and the dispersed phase (see 
drag2s.f Fortran file) and the drag function between the various dispersed phases themselves (see 
drag-ssf Fortran file). 

In Eq.(9), T~ is modeled in GMFIX as 

where Qig is the heat transfer function between the carrier phase and the dispersed phase. GMFIX 
assumes that the heat transfer between the dispersed phases themselves is negligible. 

The drag function between the ith dispersed phase and the carrier phase is given by [Gisdaspow, 
1994; Dartevelle, 20041 : 

where '"'lPg is the "mo1ecu1ar" carrier phase viscosity; di is the diameter of the particles of the dispersed 
phase; and Cd is the drag coefficient: 

Drag for dilute suspension (E, > 0.8) 
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Drag for concentrated suspension (E, 5 0.8) 



24 [ 1 + 0 . 1 5 ~ e ~ . ~ ~ ' ]  for Re < 1000 Cd =- 
Re 

Cd = 0.44 for Re 2 1000 

The drag function between the ith and jth dispersed phases is given by: 

where C, is the collisional inelastic coefficient of restitution (C,=l, collisions perfectly elastic and 
C,=O, collisions perfectly inelastic); Cf is a coefficient of friction ( C F ~ ,  contact purely frictional and 
C~0,'contact without any friction between spheres); and go is the radial distribution function at contact 
for a mixture of spheres of different diameters. 

The heat transfer function between dispersed and carrier phase is given by: 

Qig = QO otherwise b. 

where Qo would be the heat transfer coefficient between phases in the absence of any mass transfer. If 
there is no mass transfer then, Qig=Qo. Eq.(26)a corrects the heat transfer coefficient for the so-called 
"transpiration effects" [Bird et al., 19601. The Nusselt, "molecular Prandtl, and particle Reynolds 
numbers respectively given by: 
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111.4. Phasic stress 

Gas phase 

In Eq.(6), the "viscous" contribution to the gas momentum, -V - E, 
tur 1 SG 

GMFIX as: 

- - 
tur 1 SG eff -0 E~ ( T ~  + m - V S ~ E ,  pg Dg 

Solid (dispersed) phase 

In Eq.(6), the "viscous" contribution to the dispersed momentum, -V T,), is 

modeled in GMFIX as: 

V - E ,  ( f T  + tur / SG $ )  "- v f p - v t U r ~ - v .  

(29) 

In Eq.(28) and Eq.(29). where effp is. an effective shear viscosity; effh is an effective 2nd coefficient 
eff b 2eff of viscosity with effh = p -- p ; and the superscript 'T' denotes the operation of transpose of 

3 
matrix. We take the usual approximation for the gas phase, i.e., p,b=0. 

tur/SG For the gas phase, effpg is the sum of the "molecular" (mO1pg) and turbulent or subgrid ( pg) 
contributions (see calc-mu_gjFortran file): 

eff mol turf  SG 
Pg = Pg + pg 

where [Dartevelle, 20041, 

m01 pg = 1 . 7 ~ 1 0 - ' [ ~ [  383 )] 
273 i',+l10 

[Pa. s] 
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with a RANS zero-equation turbulence model: 

tur 
Pg = 2 c: Pg llDg 11 

with a RANS two equations (k1-&d turbulence model: 

tur k: 
Pg = C,pg - 

El 

with a LES Smagorinsk~ (zeroeauation) turbulence model: 

tur 

where Cg is a RANS mixing length scale or LES Smagorinsky constant which must be specified in 

the gm$x.dat file; Dg is the Euclidian norm of the deviator of the rate-of-strain; A is the geometric I +  I 
averaged of the filter width; C, is a turbulence constant (see Appendix 5) ,  kl is the (production) 
turbulent kinetic energy (see tjIV.3); and is the dissipation of the turbulent energy (see tjIV.4). 

In the input grnfa-dat file, we have the following set of options: 

If Mu-gO is unspecified, L-Scale = 0, K-Epsilon = .true., and seb-visc = .true., then k-epsilon 
model is used, 

If Mu-gO is unspecified, L-Scale = 0, K-Epsilon = .true., and seb visc = .false., then k-epsilon 
model is used but the effective turbulence calculations of 'k and effk are krneds off, 

If Mu-gO is unspecified, L-Scale z 0, K-Epsilon = .false., and seb-visc = .false., then RANS zero 
equation model is used (L-scale is the mixing length constant) 

If Mu gO is unspecified, L-Scale z 0, K Epsilon = .false., and seb-visc = .true., then LES zero 
(smagorin;ky) equation model is used (L-scale is the Smagorinsky constant) 

If Mu-gO is unspecified, L-Scale = 0,f K-Epsilon = .false., and seb-visc = .false., then all 
turbulence viscosity,models are turned off, and only mO'pg is accounted for. 

If Mu go is specified and Mu go z 0, then it turned off all calculations of gas viscosities and 
assumed a constant viscosity for thegas phase. 

For the solid phase, we defined the following (see calc-mu-s.f Fortran file, sq r l . inc  and 
s q r 2 .  inc files): 
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f k l c  Pi= Pi+ a. 
eff f k l c  

Pi = Pi +, Pi b. 
e f f b  f b  k l c b  

Pi = Pi + Pi C. 

which are thoroughly defined in Appendix 1 and Appendix 2. Within the RANS framework, we 
further have 'Urpi = k/Cpi as seen in Eq.(15) (solid species diffusion coefficient), and Eq.(20) (phasic heat 
conductibility coefficient). In other words, the kinetic-collisional model is the turbulence model for the 
dispersed (solid) phase. 

In the input gmf~.dat file, we have the following set of options: 

If Mu-SO is unspecified, Granular-Temperature = .true., and Schaeffer = .true., then a full k2 
(granular temperature equation is solved) alongside with the Gray and Stiles visco-plastic model, 

If Mu SO is unspecified, Granular-Temperature = .true., and Friction = .true., then k2 (granular 
tempera& equation is solved) alongside with the   prince ton"'^ kinetic-plastic model, 

If Mu-SO is unspecified, Granular-Temperature = .false., then k2 is only solved algebraically, 

If Mu-SO is specified and Mu-SO # 0, then it turned off all calculations of solid viscosities and 
assumed a constant viscosity for the solid phase. 

As for the gas phase, if seb-visc = .false., it turns off all the calculation of effective heat 
conductivity and species conductivity (effo and effk). 
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IV. Turbulence Closures 

In the current version of GMFIX (i.e., v.1.61), the solid-gas turbulence model with full turbulence 
coupling is within the RANS framework. 

IV.1. Granular temperature equation (or k2-equation) 

Let k2,i be the fluctuating kinetic energy of the ith dispersed phase, then 

2 
where the granular temperature, Oi is defined as Oi = - k2,i and k2,i = (u:. u:) . The first term on 

3 
the RHS is the production of granular temperature through viscous dissipation; qa is the conduction of 
granular temperature; no and X o  are respectively the source and sink terms of k2,i. All these terms are 
hlly defined in Appendix 1, Appendix 4, and the kinetic-collisional rheology by Dartevelle [2004]. 

The k2,i equation is solved by solve_granular-energy f and by source_granular-energyLf Fortran 
files. 

IV.2. Gas-solid covariance (k12-equation) 

Let kl2,i be the pi-oduction of fluctuating dispersed phase kinetic energy, then: 

where k,2,i = (u:. u;) . In the current version of GMFIX, only an algebraic expression is solved. 

In Eq.(37), ttlai is the crossing trajectory time scale (the fluid Lagrangian integral time scale which is 
computed along the particle trajectories); tx12,i is the particle relaxation time scale; X12,i is the mass- 
weighted concentration ratio; and kl is the turbulent kinetic energy of the carrier phase. All these terms 
are defined in Appendix 1 and Appendix 4. 
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This model is based on a competition between different time scales seen and induced by the 
presence of the particles and seen by the carrier phase. 

The eddy time scale of the carrier phase: 

The particle relaxation time scale (characteristic time scale of the carrier particle interaction): 

The fluid Lagrangian integral time scale along the particle trajectories: 

All the constants are defined in Appendix 3 and Appendix 5. kl and E i  are the kinetic energy of 
turbulence (production) and the dissipation of turbulence of the carrier phase; Kig is the drag function 
defined by Eq.(23); C, is the added mass coefficient; C, arid Cp are turbulence constants. 

The k12,i algebraic equation and the time scales are solved in k-epsi1onqrop.f Fortran file. 

IV.3. Gas turbulent kinetic energy (kl-equation) 

Let kl be the turbulent kinetic energy of the carrier phase, then: 

where k, =(u; -u;).  The first t e A  on the RHS is the production of kl through viscous 

dissipation; R, is the Reynolds stress tensor (see Appendix 4); q k l  is the conduction of kl; llkl and Ckl 
are respectively the source and sink terms of kl. All these terms are fully defined in Appendix 3 and, 
Appendix 4. 

The kl equation. is solved by solve-k-epsilonfand by k-epsi1onqrop.f Fortran files. 
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IV.4. Gas turbulent dissipation (cl-equation) 

Let EI be the dissipation of the turbulent kinetic energy of the carrier phase, then: 

where q,l is the conduction of sl; ,l and C , I  are respectively the source and sink terms of s 1. All 
these terms are fully defined in Appendix 3 and, Appendix 4. 

The EI equation is solved by solve-k-epsilon.fand by k-epsilonqrop.fFortran files. 
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V. Numerical technique 

1 Introduction 

In a typical multiphase system, the momentum and energy equations (and also mass if phase 
transition occurs) are highly coupled through exchange terms. Those exchange terms strongly couple 
the components of velocity, temperature (and possibly mass) in a given phase to the corresponding 
variable in the other phase. This property is called the "interequation coupling". In addition, the 
discretized equations are nonlinear because the coefficients of the discretized equation depend on the 
values of the variable to be found. GMFIX uses a semi-implicit numerical scheme which must 
specifically deal with the interequation coupling and the nonlinearity of the discretized equations. 

To linearize the equations, GMFIX uses the Patankar and Spalding's SIMPLE algorithm (Semi- 
IMplicit for Pressure Linked Equations) [Patankar, 1980; Spalding, 1981, 1983; Patankar et al., 1998; 
O'Rourke et al., 1998; Syamlal, 1998; Pannala et al., 2003; Dartevelle et al., 20041. In the SIMPLE 
algorithm (§V.2), a system of coupled implicit equations is solved by associating with each equation an 
independent solution variable and solving implicitly for the value of the associated solution variable 
that satisfies the equation, while keeping the other solution variables fixed. For instance, pressure 
appears in all the momentum equations of all the phases (gas pressure in the gas momentum equations 
and solid pressure in the solid momentum equations), therefore making the velocity components 
dependent on the pressure value and vice-versa (hence making the momentum equations nonlinear). 
Therefore, in the gas momentum equations, the pressure is chosen as independent variable and special 
treatment is used for solving the gas pressure (i.e., the pressure correction equation of Patankar [1980]; 
see also Spalding [1983], Patankar et al. [1998]; SyamIaI [1998]). In the solid momentum equation, the 
solid volume fraction is chosen as independent variable (i.e., the solid volume fraction correction 
equation) [Syamlal, 19981. To help convergence during the SIMPLE iteration process, an 
underrelaxation technique is used to slow down the changes in the coefficient from iteration to iteration 
with an under-relaxation factor, o, less than unity [Patankar et al., 1998; Dartevelle et al., 20041 
(5V.2). 

The interequation coupling must be dealt with some degree of implicitness to ensure fast 
convergence in anticipating the effects of a change in the local property of one phase on the properties 
of the other phase at the same location and simultaneously [Spalding, 19811. This is accomplished with 
the Partial Elimination Algorithm (PEA) of Spalding [I9811 (see also, Syamlal[1998]). With PEA, in a 
given phase, all the coefficients of the discretized equations involving the exchange terms (e.g., 
momentum exchange, K, and heat transfer, Q, between phases and the value of the corresponding 
variable from the other phase (e.g. velocities and temperature) are treated as source terms evaluated 
from the previous time-step iteration [Syamlal, 1998; Dartevelle et al., 20041. 

Once both linearization and interequation coupling are dealt with, within the SIMPLE algorithm, 
GMFIX can solve the discretized equation using a classical linear solver iterative method (a point 
iteration, also called relaxation), such as the generalized minimal residual method (GMRES; Saad and 
Schultz [1986]), and a more stable variant of the biorthogonal-conjugate gradient method (BI-CGSTAB 
of van der Vorst [1992]). See (sV.2) for the specific linear solver/variable combination. 
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GMFIX uses an automatic time-step adjustment to reduce the total run-time in achieving the best 
ratio of "time step"/"number of iteration needed for convergence" at any given simulation time 
[Syamlal, 19981. For instance, the semi-implicit algorithm imposes a very small time-step for very 
dense gas-solid flow simulations or whenever sharp gradient develops within the flow field. On the 
other hand for quasi-steady diluted flows, a small time-step would make the run unnecessarily long. 
GMFIX monitors the total number of iterations needed for convergence for several previous time-steps. 
If there is a favorable reduction in the number of iterations per second of simulation, then a small 
upward time-step adjustment is performed. Or, for instance, if the simulation fails to converge for a 
given time-step, then the time-step is decreased till convergence is obtained [Syamlal, 19981. 
Convergence of iterations in the linear equation solvers is judged from the residuals of various 
equations over the whole computational domain. Convergence is declared whenever each residual of 
each discretized equation within the same iteration tends to zero. If the residuals are not reduced, a 
supplementary iteration will be performed. If convergence is not obtained within a specified number of 
iterations, or if the system is divergent, then "nonconvergence" is declared and the time-step is 
decreased. 

GMFIX uses portable OPEN-MP (for shared memory multi-processors) and MPI (for distributed 
memory parallel computers) in a unified source code. The MFIX codes has been ported to a Beowulf 
Linux cluster, SGI SMP, Compaq SC cluster, IBM SPY and Windows2000/XP workstation (2 to 4 
CPUs in SMP) and can be used on Hybrid-computer SMP-DMP on a Linux cluster [Pannala et al., 
2003; Dartevelle et al., 20041. 
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V.2. "SIMPLE" algorithm for multiphase flows 

The multiphase SIMPLE algorithm in relation with Partial Elimination Algorithm and linear 
solver techniques used in the GMFIX codes can be outlined with the following chart (based upon 
Dartevelle et al., 2004): 

1. Start of a new time-step iteration. Calculate physical properties, difhsion coefficients, exchange 
coefficients, and reaction rates (if any). 

2. Calculate guessed velocity fields of both solid and gas phase ("us and "u,) based on the available 
current pressure fields ("P, and "P,) and volumetric concentrations ("E, and "E,). Use BI- 
CGSTAB and PEA. 

3. Calculate the gas pressure correction with BI-CGSTAB: "P,. 
4. Update the gas pressure field with under-relaxation technique: P,="P,+m,"P,, where the under- 

relaxation factor for the gas phase: 0< m,<l. 
5. Calculate gas velocity correction fields (u,) from "P, and update velocity fields: u,="u,+"u,. 
6. Calculate tentative estimates of solid velocity field knowing the updated u, and P, values: 'us. 
7. Calculate the solid volumetric concentration correction with BI-CGSTAB: "E,. 
8. Calculate solid velocity correction fields (us )  and update velocity fields: u,='us+"u,. 
9. Update the solid volumetric concentration: E ~ = ~ E ~ + ~ ~ " E ~ ,  where the under-relaxation factor for 

the solid phase: 
> if "E,>O (i.e., solid volumetric faction is increasing) and E,>$, (i.e., where 

the contact between particle is frictional), then O< a,<l.  
> otherwise, a,=l.  

10. Update the gas volumetric concentration: ~ , = l  -E,. 
1 1. Update the solid pressure field Ps from E,. 

12. Calculate solid and gas temperatures with BI-CGSTAB and PEA. 
13. Calculate the granular temperature (solid phase turbulence) with BI-CGSTAB. 
14. Calculate kappa and, then, epsilon (gas phase turbulence) with BI-CGSTAB. 
15. Check for convergence judged from the normalized residuals of the linear equation solvers used 

in Step 2,3,7,  12, 13, and 14: 
> if reached, start the next time-step (step 1) and automatically adjust the 

time-step. 
9 if not reached, restart the iteration process (step 2) with the new corrected 

velocity fields, pressure fields, and concentration values. 

For the calculation techniques of pressure correction equation, solid volumetric correction 
equation, velocity field correction equations, under-relaxation factors, and Partial Elimination 
Algorithm (PEA): see Patankar [1980], Spalding [1983], Syamlal [1998], and Patankar et al. [1998]. 
For the linear equation solver techniques, such as the biorthogonal-conjugate gradient stable method 
(BI-CGSTAB), see van der Vorst [1992]. Typically, between 5 to 20 iterations are needed before 
declaring convergence. Note that at convergence the gas pressure (P,) and solid volume fraction ( E , )  

corrections must go to zero [Syamlal, 1998; Dartevelle et al., 20041. 
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V.3. Continuity and scalar equations 

V.3.1. Integration over a control volume 

Let us generalized the phasic continuity equation and an ideal transport equation of a scalar $i as: 

From left to right, in the LHS, we have the rate of change (transient term) and convection; in the 
RHS, we have the diffusion (only in the scalar equation), a source term (Ri for the continuity equation 
and Xi,$ for the scalar equations); and, if $i is the phasic temperature (z ), the very last term on the RHS 
represents the heat exchange (coupling) between phase. Such coupled interphase source term must be 
decoupled first with a Partial Elimination Algorithm (PEA) of Spalding [I9811 and [Syamlal, 19981. It 
is understood that the coupled source term does not exist in the granular-temperature (Eq.(36)), the 
kappa (Eq.(41)), and the epsilon equations (Eq.(42)). In both Eq.(43) and Eq.(44), 'x' means any three 
X-, Y-, and Z- directions (Cartesian or Cylindrical). 

The key and challenging terms to discretize are the advection of $i, i.e., a&ipi$iui a [ri $1 ax ax 
pi ui 

in the scalar equation (Eq.(44)), and the convection of sipi, i.e., in the continuity equation 
ax  

(Eq.(43)). 

Let us use the standard nodes and face notations for finite volume scheme: nodal points are 
denoted with uppercase letters and cell.faces between nodes are denoted with lower case letters. 

Finite volume methods integrate Eq.(43) and Eq.(44) over an arbitrary control volume (CV) as 
shown in 2D in Figure 1. 

a- The integration over CV of the transient term: 

where AV is the volume of CV; At is the current time interval; the superscript '0' denotes the value 
at the previous time-step. 
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Figure 1 

Control volume, size of faces, and node and face labeling and indexation. 
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b- The integration over CV of the convection term: 

where the indices t and denotes the top and bottom faces of CV; A is the cross-sectional area of 
CV; and ux, u,, and u, are the x,y, and z components of the velocity vector. Eq.(46) represents 
convective fluxes of ( E ~ ~ ~ Q ~ )  across the various faces of CV. Clearly, the discretization of the convective 
term is critical since it requires the determination of 4 at the control volume faces instead of the node 
locations. 

c- The integration over CV of the difhsion term: 

Eq.(47) represents difhsive fluxes of (Ti $) across the various faces of CV, where, for 

example, the difhsive flux at the east face is: 

This interpolation scheme is second order accurate. The value of the difhsion coefficients at the 

cell faces, (ri)1 , are calculated using the harmonic mean of the values at the nodes between faces 
e 

[Patankar, 1980; Syamlal, 19981. For instance, at the east face between nodes P and E, we have (see 
Figure 1): 

' (ri)IeE 
( r i ) p  ( r i )E  

Ax, +Axp 
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d- In Eq.(44), the source term, Xi,+, is usually non-linear and needs to be linearized first: 

For stability of all the iteration, the linearization must be properly written so that the first RHS 
term, bXi,4, is 2 0, and for nonnegative variable (temperature, mass fraction, granular temperature, k and 

epsilon), it is required that R,,+ L 0 [Patankar, 1980; Symalal, 19981. Therefore, the integration over 

CV of Eq.(50): 

Linearization such as Eq.(50) can be found, for instance, in source~ranular-energyd 
solve-energyd and k-epsi1onqrop.f Fortran files. 

e- A similar procedure can be applied to the source term of the continuity equation, Ri. However, it 
should be recalled that Ri may be negative (mass loss), which can slow down convergence and, in some 
cases, it would possibly destroy convergence (when it appears in the center coefficients a, as in 
tjV.3.2). Let us define Ri as: 

where the double bracket operator is defined as follow: 

Integrating over CV Eq.(52) becomes: 

C v 

f- And, for the energy equation (e.g., temperature), the integration over CV of the heat exchange 
term (Eq.(44) for 4, = x): 

It is understood that such source term cannot be taken as it stands and must be decoupled first with 
PEA. 
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V.3.2. Discretization of the convection terms with the downwind factors 

Discretization of the convection terms requires the knowledge of +a t  the faces 

((@i ) I  , (+i  ) I  , ( &  )I , . .. ), instead of at the nodes (($i lE , (4i ), , ($i ), , (k ), , .. . ). A widely used 
W 

method is the FOU scheme (First Order Upwinding) which is very stable but only first order accurate 
and, hence diffusive. For instance, at the east face, FOU would be [Syamlal, 19981: 

Higher order discretization scheme such as the second order central differencing scheme: 

And the second order Upwinding scheme at the downstream face, 'd', (see Figure 2): 

where the subscripts 'U' and 'C' denote Upstream and Central locations and 'd' denotes the 
downstream face of the CV as shown in Figure 2. 

The second order schemes are, of course, more accurate but they produce unphysical oscillations 
which may prevent convergence. A remedy to these possible oscillations and wiggles is to apply the 
Jlux limiter technique of Leonard and Mokhtari [I9901 [also in Syamlal, 19981. The idea is to bound 
the value of k when its local variation is purely monotonic. Let us define a universal limiter, 4, as a 
function of normalized value of +i: 

where the subscript 'D' denotes the Downstream location (Figure 2). 
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Figure 2 

Upstream, central, and downstream nodes indexation (with a "wind" from West to East) 
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We note that by definition, if k = (Oi)u, then (& ) = 0 and if $i = ($So, then (& ) = 1 . In Eq.(59) 
U D 

, $i is taken at one of the node locations, either Upstream, Central, or Downstream. Under monotonic 

conditions, the constraints on (6 ) I f  at the downwind face, 'd', of CV are [Syamlal, 19981: 

1- We have (& )c i (4 )I 5 1 for 0 1 (& )c 1 1. We also note, the special case, if ($i)C = (oi)D, 
d 

then ($i )I = ($i )c = ( k  ), , therefore, (6  )I = 1 for (4 ) = 1 
d d C 

2- If ($i)~ = (k)", then we require that ($i )I = ($i )c = ($i ), , therefore, (& )I = 0 for (& )c = 9. 
d d 

3- To prevent non-unique values of (4 )Id  for (& ) + 0 (see Figure . 3), we define 
C 

... 

(& ) I  = for 0 5 (4 ) 5 c , where 'c' is the normal diriction Courant number, for instance, 
d C C 

downward, c = - Ux'iAt . Therefore, at (& ) = 0 ,  (& ) I  = 0 is uniquely enforced. 
A% C d 

4- For non-monotonic conditions (either (& ) < 0 or (& ) > I), the universal limiter does not 
C C 

impose any specific conditions other than the fact that +, must be on the line between (0,O) and ("' ) I d  
(1,l) which has a positive slope as shown in Figure 3. 

All these constraints can be represented on a normalized variable diagram as shown in Figure 3, 

where the allowable values of (&)I are within the triangular area. To prevent any overshoots and 
d 

undershoots, any values of ( $ i ) I  calculated by any higher order scheme should be forced to pass 
d 

through the triangular area of Figure 3. 
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Figure 3 

Normalized variable diagram (NVD). 
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Following Sweby [1984], Leonard and Mokhtari [I9901 and Syamlal [1998], the use of the 
universal limiter is achieved in terms of the Downwind Weighting Factors ('dwf): 

. (+i ) I d  - ( 6 i  )c (4)L -(&Ic 
dwf = - - 

( i ) D ( i ) c  I - (4 )  c 

which follows all the conditions enumerated above (1 to 4). (4 ) is evaluated by Eq.(59), i.e., 
C 

In Eq.(60), an initial estimate of ($i )I or (a )I is needed in order to find dwf, which is provided 
d d 

by various discretization scheme. For instance, for the central differencing scheme (e.g., Eq.(57)), we 

know that ( + i ) I  = ($i )C + ( o i  )C , therefore, in Eq.(60) yields to dwf = -. 1 For the 2nd order 
d 2 2 

1 
upwinding scheme as in Eq.(58), we have dwf = - 8 with 8 given by: 

2 

8 =  
i i - (a), 

- 
( 4 )  ( i )  I - - ( & ) ~  

Other 2nd order schemes in GMFIX are also available such as: 

- Sharp and Monotonic Algorithm for Realistic Transport (SMART) 
[Gaskell and Lau, 19881 

1 3 1 
dwf .= -max[O, min(48,-+-8, 2)] 

2 4 4 

- Monotonic Upstream-centered Scheme for Conservation Law (MUSCL) 
[van Leer, 19791 

1 1 1  
dwf = - max[O, min(28, - + - 8,2)] 

2 2 2 

- Superbee 
[Sweby, 1984 after Roe, 19851 

1 
dwf = - max[O, min(l,28), min(2, 8)] 

2 
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- Minmod 
[Sweby, 19841 

1 
dwf = - max[O, min(1, Q)] 

2 

- van Leer 
[Sweby, 1984 after van Leer, 19791 

dwf =(&)  
C 

And many others such as Umist, Ultra-Quick, and Quickest [Syamlal, 19981 see discretizefand 
calc-xsi.fFortran files in GMFIX. We also note the following: 

1- With the FOU scheme, we have dwf = 0 
2- Within non-monotonic conditions for all 2" order schemes (either (& ) < 0 or (& )c > I), we 

C 

have dwf = 0. 

Once the value of dwf is known, it is clear that the final value of ($i )I at the downwind face 'd' 
d 

must be then: 

This equation is generalized at all faces (as in Figure 1) throughout GMFIX codes in introducing 
weighting factors at all faces, 5,: 

So, for instance, at the East face (Figure l), we have: 

with El = 1 - 51 . The weighting factors, 5, allow to compute the dwf once and for all without 
e 

rechecking the flow directions all the time. 

And finally, we may write Eq.(46) as: 
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Combining Eq.(45) (transient), Eq.(47) and Eq.(48) (conduction), Eq.(51) (scalar source) or 
Eq.(54) (continuity source), and Eq.(65) (convection) all together, yields: 

K 3.2.1 Final discretized continuity equation 

The continuity equation, as in Eq.(43), can now be rewritten as: 

which can be rewritten in a compact form as: 

(a), ( ~ i ~ i  )p = C (a)nb ( ~ i p i  )nb + 

nb 

where the subscript 'nb' represents contributions from East, West, North, South, Top, and Bottom 
nodes; 'b' is the contribution the discretization of the transient term and from the volume integral of the 
linearized source terms: 
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(a), = +:I w ux,i 1, ~w 

(a)s = + T I ,  uY,iIs AS 

(a)B = + < I b  uz,i Ib ~b 

o AV 
b = [ ~ i  ] A v + ( ~ i P i ) ~  dt 
AV AV 

(a)p = - + [ - ~ i  ] 
At ( ~ i ~ i  )p - n a ) . b  nb 



V.3.2.2 Final discretized scalar equation 

The scalar equation, as in Eq.(44), can now be rewritten as: 

As stated before, the last term on the RHS, Q ( ( 4  ) - ( 4  ) ) , represents heat exchanged 
j=1 P 

between phases and need to be decoupled first with PEA. This term only exists when the scalar variable 
is the temperature. 

Before rewriting Eq.(68) in a compact form as in Eq.(67), it is necessary to achieve a last 
manipulation. Indeed, with the scalar equation, small mass imbalance that may occur in the iteration 
process may induce large variation in the values of $i [Syamlal, 1998; Guenther and Syamlal, 20011. 
To prevent this, Patankar [I9801 and Syamlal [I9981 suggest to subtract Eq.(66) times (4i)p from 
Eq.(68) which yields to: 
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with, 

W 

O + b ~ i , + ~ ~  + (4i ), ] AV + b p ~ ~ i , + ~ v  b+ = + ( & i ~ i b ) ~  At 

o AV 
(a4), = + ( & f i ) ,  x + ( @ i ) p  a p ~ i , 4 ~ ~  + [R~ ] AV - (a,), + " p ~ A i , m A ~  

nh 
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We note that the new terms for b+ and (a+)p, b ~ ~ ~ i , +  and "PEAi,+ respectively, are from the Partial 

Elimination Algorithm applied to - Q ( ( 4  ) - ( ) )I. 
P 

j=1 

V.4. Momentum equation 

The.discretization of the three momentum equations ( u ~ , ~ ,  u,i, u , ~ )  is similar to the scalar equation. 
However, the momentum CV is staggered: the X-momentum CV is shifted half a cell eastward (Figure 
4), the Y-momentum CV is shifted northward by half a cell (Figure 5) ,  and the Z-momentum topward 
by half cell. 

A general X-momentum equation would look like: 

From left to right, in the LHS, we have the rate of change (transient term) and convection; in the 
RHS, we have a pressure gradient, a viscous forces, a drag term between phases, a bulk force in the X- 
direction and a source term (e.g., supplementary terms arising from cylindrical coordinates, see for 
supplementary details, Syamlal [1998]). In Eq.(70), 'x' means any three X-, Y-, and Z- directions 
(Cartesian or Cylindrical). 

In the following we will only focus on the X-momentum equation (u ,~ ) ,  it is rather straightforward 
to apply the following to the Y- and Z-momentum equations as well. 

Because of the nature of the staggered grid which does not coincide with the scalar grid (for Ei, pi, 
Pi, &, so forth), it is required to assess the value of EiPi at the location 'p' (e.g., see Figure 4): 

where (&ipi)p is the bulk density of phase i at the central location 'p' of the X-momentum staggered 
cell (which happens to be the East face of a scalar cell centered on 'W', see Figure 4) and fp is defined 
as: 

Also, it is required to know the velocity components at node locations, For instance, at 'E' of X- 
momentum (Figure 4): 
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Figure 4. 

X-momentum control volume 
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Figure 5. 

Y-momentum control volume 
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where (u.,~ )I is the X-velocity of phase i at location 'E' (by definition u,, is defined at locations 
E 

'p' and 'e') and fe is defined as: 

f, = Axe 
Axp + Ax, 

(74) 

and at the 'n' location for the Y-velocity on Figure 4: 

where ( u , ~  )I is the Y-velocity of phase i at location 'n' (by definition u, i  is defined at locations 
n 

'nw' and 'ne' where 'nw' on Figure 4 is 'p' on Figure 5) and fp is defined by Eq.(72). 

The viscosity, pi, at the 'n' location on Figure 4 is defined as: 

where (pi)nw on Figure 4 is known from, for instance, Figure 5 since location 'nw' on Figure 4 is 
'p' on Figure 5. 

We note that the pressure, Pi, is by definition for the X-momentum equation defined in 'W' and 
'E' nodes. Therefore, the pressure gradient at 'p' location is: 

[ti 2) d v  E ( t i  )p 
( Q  ) I E  -(Pi 11 w AV = ( t i  ) ( ( E  ) lE  - ( E  ) I w ) ,  AP 

Ax, P C v P 

In Eq.(70), we note that the viscous stress term: 

where hi is the second coefficient of viscosity; Di is the rate of strain tensor and tr(Di) is its trace. 
Hence, 
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In Eq.(79), supplementary term would arise in the cylindrical coordinates. 

The discretization of the momentum equation is very similar as for the scalar equation, i.e., 
integration over a control volume of each term of Eq.(70) and discretization of these integrated terms 
(and for the advection terms discretization with the weighting factor technique, 5) eventually yield to: 

('x,i )e - (uX,i ), ( x i  ) - (uX,i ) 
+(& )IE AE -(pi )Iw A, 

 ax^ AX, 
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where the subscript 'nb' represents contributions from East ('e'), West ('w'), North ('nn'), South 
('ss'), Top ('tt'), and Bottom ('bb') nodes; 'b' is the contribution the discretization of the transient term 
and from the volume integral of the linearized source terms. In Eq.(8 I),  there are'two additional terms a 
.pressure gradient which is simply added as source term based upon the current values of Pi and the 
interface coupling (for instance drag), Kij, which needs to be treated by PEA. 

The various terms of Eq.(8 1) can be detailed as follow (see source-u3.J source-u-s.J; tau-u2.J 
tau-u-s.J; conv-dif-u~.J and conv-dif-U-s. f Fortran files): 

We note that the new terms for bi,, and (a,)p, b ~ ~ ~ i , u x  and aPPEAi,,,x respectively, are from the 
r 1 

a i l  Eimnaton Algorithm applied to - 
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V.5. Pressure correction equation for the fluid phase 

As seen in gV.2, an important aspect of the SIMPLE algorithm is the discretization for the 
pressure correction, "P,. 

Because GMFIX is closely related to MFIX, the complete description of the discretization of "P, 
can be found in Symalal[1998], ,97, pg. 41-47. 

V.6. Volumetric concentration correction equation for the dispersed phase 

Dense packed solids usually lead to unstable simulation. Therefore, MFIX and GMFIX use a 
correction equation for the solid volumetric concentration, "E,, which is entirely described in Symalal 
[1998], ,$8, pg. 48-53. 

V.7. Discretization of the convection terms with deferred corrections 

The previous DWF method places a large emphasis on the downstream values rather than the 
upstream, which on some rare instances may slow convergence. Therefore, an alternative method has 
also been implemented in MFIX and GMFIX: the deferred correction method (DCM). The approach is 
rather simple, an algebraic system as in Eq.(69) is solved first using the stable FOU scheme, and then, 
afterwards, additional source terms are added to capture the accurateness of higher order schemes. 

where SDCM is a supplementary source term obtained from DCM scheme. The convection terms 
from FOU are implicitly in the coefficients (a)p and (a)nb. The additional source term in GMFIX is 
given by [Guenther and Symalal, 20011 (see conv-difjhi. f Fortran file): 
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It can clearly be seen that the contribution from FOU terms will cancel out because the added FOU 
terms are implicitly in (a)p and (a),b, while the subtracted FOU terms are in S D ~ M .  Therefore, at 
convergence, there is not net contribution of FOU$i into Eq.(82). 

We note that at the East face, we have: 

if ui,, 2 0 

a), if ui,, < o 

and 

with the weighting factors, 5, are given by Eq.(63) and t) = 1 - 51 . 
e < 

The DCM is activated in the input gmfix.dat data file with DEF-COR = .true., otherwise the 
downwind factor method will be used for any scalar and momentum equations. 
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V.8. Partial Elimination Algorithm 

A distinguishing feature of multiphase flow from single-phase flow is the coupling of velocity and 
temperature fields between the different phases. The PEA of Spalding [I9801 allows to maintain the 
coupling between phases and, at the same time, to maintain standard septadiagonal matrix [Syamlal, 
19981. 

V.8.1. PEA applied to the energy equations 

We know from Eq.(69) that the discretized scalar equation (i.e., the temperature) is 

where the subscript 'nb' represents contributions from East, West, North, South, Top, and Bottom 
nodes; 'by is the contribution the discretization of the transient term and from the volume integral of the 

linearized source terms; and, the last term on the RHS, 2 Qi, ((T, ),, - ( T , ) ~ )  , represents heat 
j=1 

exchanged between phases and need to be decoupled with PEA. We note that Qij = Qi and Qii = = 0. . 
In a typical multiphase flow with a gas phase as the carrier phase ('i' is the continuous 'g' phase) and 
with 'n' dispersed phases, we must have: 

It is obvious that if all the phases are totally decoupled (Qd + 0 ), the problem is rather simple, 

and Eq.(87) becomes: 
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If all the phases are totally coupled (Q, + m), all phasic temperatures are equal ((T, ) = (T , )~ ) ,  
P 

and Eq.(87) becomes: 

Rearranging this Eq.(90) yields for the 'g7-phase to: 

Both limiting cases must be part of the solution set of PEA from Spalding [1988], which can be 
described as follow [Syamlal, 19981: 

Eq.(87) is solved for (Tj)p: 

which is substituted in Eq.(87) for the 'g' phase, i.e., 

and applying exactly the same procedure for the 'j '-dispersed phase yields to: 
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which is now a system of decoupled equations with the last RHS terms treated as a "simple and 
unproblematic" source term if (Tg)nb and (Tj)nb are taken from the previous iteration. 

Because both Eq.(91) and Eq.(92) fully includes the limiting solutions for Q, + 0 (Eq.(88)) and 

Q, + co (Eq.(89), which is Eq.(91) for Q,AV + 1 ), it is expected that PEA would lead to 

full convergence for all Q, values [Syamlal, 19981. 

V.8.2. PEA applied to the momentum equations 

We know from Eq.(8 1) that the discretized X-momentum equation is 

where the subscript 'nb' represents contributions from East ('e'), West ('w'), North ('nn'), South 
('ss'), Top ('tt'), and Bottom ('bb') nodes; 'b' is the contribution the discretization of the transient term 
and' from the volume integral of the linearized source terms. The last term on the RHS, 

AV, represents heat exchanged between phases and needs to be 
j=l 

decoupled with PEA. In a typical multiphase flow with a gas phase as the carrier phase (the continuous 
phase is 'g') and with 'n' dispersed phases, we must have: 

We note that K IJ = K.. JI, K gl . = K. 1g3 and Kii = Kjj = Kgg = Kii = 0. 
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The PEA for the momentum multiphase flow with more than two phases can be described as 
follow [Syamlal, 19981: 

Eq.(94) is solved for (auxi ) : 
P 

( a  ) ( x i  ) + i + lp + f: ~ i i  ( u~ j 
nb j=1 

(uX, i = 
(auxi )p + Kgi AV + C KijAV 

j=1 

As a reminder, the summation on j is only on all the 'n' dispersed phase and does not include the 
carrier phase. 

Eq.(95) is substituted into Eq.(94) of the 'g'-phase, i.e., 

Rearranging this Eq.(96) yields for the 'gY-phase to: 

There is still a term involving (uxj)p in the RHS of Eq.(97). This term is not treated in this PEA, 
therefore the method is not exact which may create convergence problem. Let us keep in mind that for 
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only two phases flow this is not an issue at all, and for more than two phases, this approximation may 
be minor if the second dispersed phase is very much diluted. 

The dispersed phase is more complicate since there are at least two drags, between 'g' and 'i' and 
between 'i' and all the other dispersed phase (that is Vj u j + i ). However, we will do what we have 
done for the gas phase, that is to treat the contribution in the 'b' vector coefficient from the other 
dispersed phases, (uXj)p, as a simple source term of the main dispersed phase (noted as 'i'). Therefore, 
for the solid phase, the solution is rather straightforward as for the gas phase. 

Let us solve Eq.(94) for (u,,, ) : 
P 

Eq.(98) is substituted into Eq.(94) of the 'i'-dispersed phase, i.e., 

Rearranging this Eq.(99), we finally obtain: 
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where clearly there is a contribution from the (uXj)p on the RHS of Eq.(100) as previously 
explained. 

+ A V ~  
j=1 
jzi 

V.8.3. PEA applied to the pressure correction equation 

AV K, + (auxg ) Kij + AV Kij 2 Kgi 
P i=l 

vi 
(ux.j ),, 

( a u x  ) P + ~ v f :  ~ g i  
i=l 

The partial elimination algorithm applied to the carrier phase pressure correction equation (phase 
'g') with more than one dispersed phase is fully described by Symalal[1998], Appendix D, pg. 77-80. 
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VI. Wall boundary conditions 

Three cases are possible in GMFIX: free-slip, no-slip, partial-slip at the wall. As an example, let us 
imagine the u,i component of velocity of any ith phase in the y-direction with an east-vertical-wall (at i, 
j+%, k), then: 

Free-slip wall: 

uY,i (i, j  + % 3 k) = uY,i (i - 1, j + % 3 k) 

No-slip wall: 

uYpi (i, j + %, k) = -uy,i (i - 1, j + % , k) 

Universal-slip wall: 

I +- = - ~ ~ , ~ ( i - l ,  j+ uYi(i, j  +x, .I['.- ] 2 AX, + huy,i u ~ , i  l w a l l  
where location 'i' is a wall cell (East), while location 'i-1' is a fluid cell (West); 'n' is an inward 

normal towards the wall, hUySi and u . are specified values at the wall (in gmfuc.dat file); and AxE 
Y'I La11 

is shown on Figure 4. It can be seen that Eq.(lOl)c covers all the possible and imaginable cases 
[Symalal, 19981 : 

Free-slip wall, then h, . = 0 and u , ~  = 0 ,  
Y.1 Iwall 

No-slip wall, then h, . = oo and u ~ , ~  = 0 ,  
y31 lwall 

Partial-slip wall, then hu . # 0 and u ~ , ~  I # 0 ,  
y.1 wall 

Constant and specified slip velocity at the wall, then h, . = oo and u . + 0. 
y.1 Y'l lwall 

Therefore the user must be systematically specified the appropriate values for h, , and u,,~ lwall to 
Y.1 

get the desired wall property. 

These properties apply for the other velocity components and any scalars as well. 
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Appendix 1: RANS granular turbulence closures 

Granular kinetic-collisional model 
Total kinetic-collisional stress tensor 

klc I: = k~ + cT, = k l c ~  I +  k/cTi 

Kinetic-collisional pressure 
klc 8 = ciai (1 + 4 ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ )  

Kinetic -collisional viscous stress tensor 
- - 

klc T ~ = - ~ ~ F v . u ~ I + ~  klc pi Di 

Kinetic-collisional shear viscosity 
Y 

Collisional bulk viscosity 

Dilute ideal powder viscosity - 

Granular Temperature Conduction 
Total kinetic-collisional granular temperature conduction 

Kinetic -collisional granular temperature conductivity coefficient 

Granular kinetic-collisional functions 
Granular shear viscosity adjustment function 

Granular temperature conductivity adjustment function - - 

Granular temperature sink (dissipation through inelastic collisions) 
- 

Granular temperature production 

n,i = Kig (k12.i - 2k.i ) 
Inelastic function 

(I. 10) 

(I. 1 1) 

(I. 12) 
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Appendix 2: Granular visco-plastic model 

Visco-plastic stress 
Frictional stress 

Yield function: 

Y =II,,~ +((9)' - 2  (9) P) sin2 = o 

Normal Pressure (with compressibility effects) 

Frictional shear viscosity 

f 'psin2 4, 
l'= 

2 
4sin2 4, ildo +(v .u , )  

Frictional bulk viscosity 

Frictional volumetric concentration range 
From "'"E,=o.~ to ""~,=0.64 
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Appendix 3: RANS carrier phase turbulence closures 

Conduction of kl 
tur 

)Ig Vkl qkl = -- 
Ok 1 

Source of kl 

nkl = X,2Kig (k12 -2k1) 
Sink of kl 

Conduction of sl 
tur 

q =-- &I 
OEI 

Source of sl 

Sink of sl 

Carrier phase Reynolds stress tensor 
2 

R, =2tUrpg 4 + - k l  I =-tUrpg VU, + v u ~ ~ ] + ~ ( ~ ~ ' ) I ~ v - u ,  + k l ) l  
3 

Miscellaneous 
Mass weighted volumetric concentration ratio 

Turbulence "universal" constants 
C, = 0.09 
Okl = 1.00 
o,l = 1.30 
C1, = 1.44 
C2& = 1.92 
C3E = 1.20 
Cp = 0.45 
Cv = 0.50 
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Appendix 4: Operators, tensors and invariants 

Operators 
- - deviatoric part (traceless) of a symmetric tensor 
o spherical part (trace) of a symmetric tensor - mean (RANS) or filtered (LES) part of a variable obtained by Favre mass-weighted decomposition - mean (RANS) or filtered (LES) part of a variable obtained by Favre phasic-weighted decomposition 
- obtained from or after a filtering process (LES framework) 

scalar product of two tensors 
scalar product of two vectors 

II II I 
Euclidian norm of a tensor 

R I O  a ~ n = { o ,  R > O  
double bracket operator 

ensemble-average (RANS) or filtering (LES) operator 
trace operation of tensors 

transposed operation of matrices 
gradient operator 

divergence operator 

material (Lagrangian) time-derivative 

Tensors, invariants, and work terms 
Rate-of-strain tensor: 

Deviator of the rate-of-strain: 
A 1 

(lV.2) D=D+-V . u I 
3 

First invariant of the rate-of-strain tensor: 
3 

(IV.3) ID = tr(D) = C D ~ ~  = -V .u 
i=l 

Second invariant of the rate-of-strain tensor: 
3 3 

( IV:~)  IID = tr(D.D) = C C D ~ ~ D ~ ~  = D:, +D;Z + D:3 + 2~122 + 2~123 + 2 ~ ; 3  
i=l j=1 

Second invariant of the deviator of the rate-of-strain tensor: 

Total stress tensor: 
- - 

(1V.6) T = P I + ~ = P I + ~ ~ D - ~ ~  V . U I  
Viscous dissipation (irreversible work): 

(1v.7) w , = - T : V U = -  

Pa (kglm s2) 

J/m3 s (kglm s3) 

Work of all surface forces: 
(IV.8) WT = - T : V ~ = - ( P I : V ~ + ~ : V ~ ) = - P V ~ ~ - V ( ~ ~ ~ ) + ~ ~ V ~ ~ = P I ~ + W ,  J/m3 s (kglm s3) 

Reynolds stress tensor (RANS framework only, where 'k' represents a production of turbulence kinetic energy): 
A 2 

(IV.9) ~ = 2 " " p D + - p k I  Pa (kglm s2) 
3 
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Appendix 5: Notations, units, constants, and acronyms 

Latin 
Ai 
a 
b 
Cd 
Cij 
CP 
Cv 

CP 0.45 
C~ 0.09 
Cv 0.5 
d 
dwf 
D 
- - 
D 
E 
Eo 
G 

(O,O,-9.80665) 
Hi 

I H ~  

h ~ i  

W i  
h 
I 
1 
k 
K 
m 
Ma 28.9644 
Mj 
Mi 
M, 18.0152 
n 
Nu 
P 
p,' 
"'"~r 
IurPr 0.95 
9 
r 
Q 
R ... 83 14.56 
R 
Re 
Ri 
R 
S 
t 
T 
T 
U 

l/m (m2/m3) "volumetric concentration" of interfacial area of phase i 
advection term in the discretized equation 

source term in the discretized equation 
dimensionless drag coefficient 
kg/m3 s rate of interfacial mass transfer between species j and all other species within phase i 
J k g  ~ ( m ~ / s ~  K) specific heat at constant pressure 
J/kg K (m2/s2 K) specific heat at constant volume 
dimensionless turbulence constant 
dimensionless turbulence constant 
dimensionless added mass coefficient 
m particle diameter 

downwind factor 
1 Is rate-of-strain tensor 

deviatoric part of the rate-of-strain tensor 
J k g  (m2/s2) total energy per unit of mass (internal + kinetic energy) 
m2/s2 volume averaged granular fluctuating energy 
m/s2 body force 
m/s2 gravity vector 
J/s m3 (kg/m s3) rate of interfacial Helmholtz free energy between phase i and all other phases 
J/s m3 (kg/m s3) rate of interfacial internal energy between phase i and all other phases 
J/s m3 (kg/m s3) rate of interfacial enthalpy between phase i and all other phases 
J/K s m3 (kg/K m s3) rate of interfacial entropy between phase i and all other phases 
J k g  (m2/s2) enthalpy per unit of mass 
J/kg (m2/s2) internal energy per unit of mass 
dimensionless unit tensor 
W/m K (kg m/K s3) thermal conductibility coefficient 
kg/m3 s momentum transfer (drag) function between phase 
kg mass of grain 
kg/kmol molar weight of dry air 
kg/kmol molar weight of any gas species 
Palm (kg/m2 s2) rate of interfacial momentum transfer between phase i and all other phases 
kg/kmol molar weight of water 
1 lm3 number of grains per unit of volume 
dimensionless Nusselt number 
Pa (kg/m s2) pressure 
Pa (kg/m s2) granular pressure (usually understood as a kinetic and collisional within RANS) 
dimensionless "molecular" (not induced by turbulence) Prandtl number 
dimensionless turbulent Prandtl number 
kg/s3 thermal-heat flux or granular-heat flux vector 
m position vector 
w/m3 K (kg/s3 K) gas-solid heat transfer function 
Jtkmol K (kg m2/s2 kmol K) universal gas constant 

Jlkg K (m2/s2 K) mixture gas constant 
dimensionless particle Reynolds number 
kg/m3 s rate of interfacial mass transfer between phase i and all other phases 
Pa m3kg (m2/s2) specific Reynolds stress tensor (RANS or LES framework) 
J k g  s (m2/s3) rate of heatlenergy supplementary source 
s time 
K temperature 
Pa (kg/m s2) total stress tensor 
m/s velocity vector 
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d s  
d s  
d s  
m3 
~ / m ~  s (kgJm s3) 
~ / m ~  s (kgJm s3) 

1 o r 0  dimensionless 
dimensionless 

Greek 
A m 
A m 
Axk m 
E dimensionless 
mm 

E, 0.64 dimensionless 
EE m2/s3 
Q, k g K  s3 
0 

dimensionless 
Ws m3 

Pa s (kgJm s) 
Pa s (kgJm s) 
J k g  K (m2/s2 K) 
J k g  (m2/s2) 
kgJm3 
kg/m3 

kgJm3 

bulk velocity vector of all the interfaces 
mean mixture horizontalhadial-speed of all phases 

mean mixture vertical-speed of all phases 
volume of a cell 

total work done by all the surface forces 
irreversible work done by the surface forces (viscous dissi ation) P function of presence of the i phase 

species mass fractions 

3D geometric mean of the computational grid-size . 
filter cutoff length 

computational grid-size width in the k' direction 
phasic volumetric concentration 

maximum solid volumetric concentration 
turbulent energy cascade rate 

entropy flux 
a scalar dummy function (temperature, energy, dissipation) 

normalized universal limiter of 0 
constant in the Gaussian spatial-filter 

sourcelsink of a given species 
some "dummy" diffusion coefficients 

generic symbol for the time- or a space-variable 

second coefficient of viscosity 

shear viscosity 
bulk viscosity 

entropy per unit of mass 
granular temperature 

microscopic weight density 
macroscopic weight density 

mean mixture weight density between all phases 
a "dummy" source term 

viscous stress tensor 
characteristic LES filter time interval 

diffusion coefficient of species j in the whole mixture 
characteristic LES filter width 

characteristic LES filter width in the kth direction 
weighting factor equal to dwf 

weighting factor equal to 1-dwf 
computational domain/subdomain 

domain/subdomain boundary 

Subscripts-Superscripts 
fluctuating (RANS) or unresolved (LES) part of a variable obtained by Favre phasic-weighted decomposition 

fluctuating (RANS) or unresolved (LES) part of a variable obtained by Favre mass-weighted decomposition 
0 previous time step 
a dry air 
b bulk viscosity 
lb Bottom face 
)B Bottom node 
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C 

c 
)c 
Id 

ID 
le 

)E 

g 
Int 
Int,i 
K 
L 
m 
mol 
nb 
In 

IN 
>P 
R 
S 

IS 

1s 
SG 
t 
It 

IT 
tur 
turISG 
kth 
X 

Y 
I" 
)u 
W 

IW 

)w 

Acronyms 
CFDlib 
cv 
EOS 
GMFlX 
IMF 
LANL 
LES 

, LHS 
MFIX 
MOC 
NETL 
ODE 
ORNL 
PDE 
RANS 
RHS ' 

SG 
SGH 

collisional 
Cross-terms 

Central location 
Downwind face 

Downstream location 
East face 

East node 
gas phase 

denotes an interface or all the interfaces 
denotes the interface between phase i and all the other phases 

kinetic 
Leonard terms 

mixture 
"molecular" (i.e., not induced by turbulence) 

any cell face or any cell node 
North face 

North node 
Central node 

Reynolds terms 
solid phase 
South face 

' South node 
induced by the subgrid andlor referred to a LES model 

relative to time 
Top face 

Top node 
induced by turbulence andlor referred to a RANS model 

any generic term either calculated by a RANS model (turbulence) or by a LES model (subgrid) 
some X-, Y-, Z-directions 

X-direction (radial or horizontal) or relative to space 
Y-direction (vertical) 

Upwind face 
Upstream location 

water vapor (steam) 
West face 

West node 

computational fluid dynamic library code 
control volume 

equation of state 
geophysical multiphase flow with interphase exchange 

implicit multi-field 
Los Alamos National Laboratory 

large eddy simulation 
left-hand side 

multiphase flow with interphase exchange 
method of characteristics 

National Energy Technology Laboratory 
ordinary differential equation 

Oak Ridge National Laboratory 
partial differential equation 

Reynolds Averaged Navier-Stokes 
right-hand side 

sub-grid 
sub-grid heat (flux) 
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SGS 
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sub-grid stress (flux) 


